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High-quality, fire retardant fabric
Made out of sturdy fabrics, our textile options have 
the perfect weight and they are flame retardant ac-
cording to DIN 4102 B1.

Effortless setup
The Admiral textiles are all designed to be easily and 
quickly installed, so you can create a professional 
setup in no time.

Various sizes and colours
Depending on the type, our textiles are available in 
several widths, heights and colours.

TEXTILES
With our textile options, you can effort-
lessly create a neat and organized setup 
that keeps the attention of your audience 
right where it needs to be. Whether you 
opt for our versatile Truss covers, our Deco 
Molton and Hook and loop stage polyester 
skirting rolls or our durable Backdrops and 
Soundabsorbing backdrops, Admiral offers 
all the textile essentials you need to create 
the desired ambiance for your event.

KEY FEATURES



Truss cover for square 30 cm black & white
Lengths available: 100 cm 200 cm 300 cm 3000 cm
Article code black: TROVTCZ21 TROVTCZ23 TROVTCZ25 TROVTCZ29
EAN code black: 8720094429854 8720094429861 8720094429878 8720094429885
Article code white: TROVTCW21 TROVTCW23 TROVTCW25 TROVTCW29
EAN code white: 8720094429816 8720094429823 8720094429830 8720094429847
Material: 85% Polyester FR / 15% Elasthane
Fire retardant: conform DIN 4102 B1
Weight: 0.3 kg 0.6 kg 0.9 kg 6.7 kg
Thickness: 0.61 mm
Mass per unit area: 209 g/m2

Truss cover for triangle 30 cm black & white
Lengths available: 100 cm 200 cm 300 cm 3000 cm
Article code black: TROVTCZ11 TROVTCZ13 TROVTCZ15 TROVTCZ17
EAN code black: 8720094429939 8720094429946 8720094429953 8720094429960
Article code white: TROVTCW11 TROVTCW13 TROVTCW15 TROVTCW17
EAN code white: 8720094429892 8720094429908 8720094429915 8720094429922
Material: 85% Polyester FR / 15% Elasthane
Fire retardant: conform DIN 4102 B1
Weight: 0.3 kg 0.5 kg 0.7 kg 6.7 kg
Thickness: 0.61 mm
Mass per unit area: 209 g/m2

With our Truss covers, you can easily conceal all the cables 
surrounding your truss, giving your setup a neat appearance. 
Made out of stretchable, fire retardant material, the covers 
adapt perfectly to the shape of your truss 30 for a seamless 
fit. Because the yarn itself has fire retardant properties, the 
fabric retains its protective qualities even after washing it. 
Our Truss covers come in two colours: black and white. 
They are available in different sizes: 1 m to 3 m, and 
even a 30 m option you can cut to your desired length. 

TRUSS COVERS



Backdrop width 300 cm
Heights available: 300 cm 350 cm 400 cm 450 cm 500 cm 600 cm
Article code: PODK3030 PODK3035 PODK3040 PODK3045 PODK3050 PODK3060
EAN code: 8720094420691 8720094427096 8720094420707 8720094427508 8720094420714 8720094420721
Material: 64 % cotton and 36 % polyester
Fire retardant: conform DIN 4102-1 and M1
Weight: 3 kg 3.5 kg 3.9 kg 4.5 kg 5 kg 6 kg
Thickness: 1 mm
Colour: black
Mass per unit area: 320 g/m2

Backdrop width 600 cm
Heights available: 300 cm 350 cm 400 cm 450 cm 500 cm 600 cm
Article code: PODK6030 PODK6035 PODK6040 PODK6045 PODK6050 PODK6060
EAN code: 8720094420738 8720094427102 8720094420745 8720094427492 8720094420752 8720094420769
Material: 64 % cotton and 36 % polyester
Fire retardant: conform DIN 4102-1 and M1
Weight: 6 kg 7 kg 7.8 kg 9 kg 10 kg 11.8 kg
Thickness: 1 mm
Colour: black
Mass per unit area: 320 g/m2

Whether you’re organizing a theatrical performance, 
a concert, a corporate event or a photography session, 
our backdrops are the perfect choice to create the right 
mood and setting for your event.

They are stronger than most backdrops on the market, 
but still a lighter weight, which makes this fabric wrinkle 
a lot less. These backdrops are made out of high quality 
flame retardant fabric and they are available in multiple 
lengths and heights.

Equipped with pre-assembled eyelets at 25 cm spaces, 
allowing for easy and secure hanging.

BACKDROPS

Do not wash or dry clean the backdrops as this will wash out the fire retardant chemical.



Soundabsorbing Backdrop width 300 cm
Heights available: 300 cm 400 cm 500 cm
Article code: PODM3030 PODM3040 PODM3050 
EAN code: 8720094428680 8720094428697 8720094428703
Material: 80 % cotton and 20 % viscose
Fire retardant: conform DIN 4102-1 and M1
Weight: 5 kg 6.5 kg 8 kg
Thickness: 1.7 mm
Colour: black
Mass per unit area: 500 g/m2

Do not wash or dry clean the Soundabsorbing backdrops as this will wash out the fire retardant chemical.

Reduce the amount of external noise in your studio and im-
prove the internal acoustics with the help of our Soundp-
roof curtains. They are a simple and cost-effective solution 
for dampening sound and can be easily fitted and installed 
in every space. Made of high quality, fire retardant fabric, 
our sound absorbing are laboratory tested to 85% acous-
tic absorption when hung in pleats 100 mm from the wall. 
Equipped with pre-assembled eyelets every 25 cm.

SOUND 
ABSORBING 
BACKDROPS



Deco Molton roll black
Heights available: 20 cm 40 cm 60 cm 73 cm 80 cm
Article code: POROS020 POROS040 POROS060 POROS073 POROS080
EAN code: 8720094428796 8720094428819 8720094428833 8720094428857 8720094428871
Material: 100 % cotton
Fire retardant: conform DIN 4102-1 and M1
Weight: 3.2 kg 5.5 kg 8.1 kg 9.9 kg 10.3 kg
Thickness: 0.5 mm
Colour: black
Mass per unit area:160 g/m2

Heights available: 100 cm 120 cm 130 cm 140 cm
Article code: POROS100 POROS120 POROS130 POROS140
EAN code: 8720094428895 8720094428918 8720094428284 8720094428260
Material: 100 % cotton
Fire retardant: conform DIN 4102-1 and M1
Weight: 12.6 kg 15.3 kg 16 kg 17.6 kg
Thickness: 0.5 mm
Colour: black
Mass per unit area:160 g/m2

Deco Molton roll white
Heights available: 20 cm 40 cm 60 cm 73 cm 80 cm
Article code: POROS021 POROS041 POROS061 POROS074 POROS081
EAN code: 8720094428802 8720094428826 8720094428840 8720094428864 8720094428888
Material: 100 % cotton
Fire retardant: conform DIN 4102-1 and M1
Weight: 3.2 kg 5.5 kg 8.1 kg 9.9 kg 10.3 kg
Thickness: 0.5 mm
Colour: white
Mass per unit area:160 g/m2

Heights available: 100 cm 120 cm 130 cm 140 cm
Article code: POROS101 POROS121 POROS131 POROS141
EAN code: 8720094428901 8720094428925 8720094428291 8720094428277
Material: 100 % cotton
Fire retardant: conform DIN 4102-1 and M1
Weight: 12.6 kg 15.3 kg 16 kg 17.6 kg
Thickness: 0.5 mm
Colour: white
Mass per unit area:160 g/m2

* Our Deco Molton is available in rolls of 60 meters. 

** Each roll is supplied with three rolls of double-sided tape to attach the Deco Molton to your stage decks. 

Do not wash or dry clean the Deco Molton as this will wash out the fire retardant chemical.

Deco Molton is a cost-effective solution for putting the 
finishing touch on a portable or permanent stage, riser 
or platform and giving it a clean, finished look. Made 
out of 100% cotton, this fabric is smooth and has a 
slight shine on both of its sides. It can be quickly 
attached to any stage by taping the fabric directly 
onto the stage decks. The Admiral Deco Molton is 
available in both black and white and it comes in 
various heights, ranging from 20 cm up to 140 cm.

DECO MOLTON



Hook and loop stage polyester roll
Lengths available: 20 cm 40 cm 60 cm 80 cm 100 cm
Article code: PORO20P PORO40P PORO60P PORO80P PORO99P
EAN code: 8720094428734 8720094428741 8720094428758 8720094428765 8720094428772
Material: 100% polyester
Fire retardant:  conform DIN 4102 B1
Weight: 1.5 kg 3.1 kg 4.6 kg 6 kg 7.4 kg
Thickness: 1.10 - 1.12 mm
Colour: black
Mass per unit area: 180 g/m2

* Our Hook and loop stage polyester is available in rolls of 25 meters..

Our Hook and loop stage polyester is a versatile, 
self-attaching polyester fabric that can be used to dress 
up your stage and hide any understructure that might 
be distracting. The Hook and loop stage polyester is 
a higher quality fabric that is smooth and lightly shiny 
on the front side, while its back is entirely made out of 
the loop part. Because it is knitted, the fabric can be 
cut to size without running the risk of fraying, and thus 
can be reused again and again. This skirting is available 
in black and it comes in various heights, ranging from 
20 cm up to 100 cm.

HOOK AND
LOOP STAGE
POLYESTER

Do not wash or dry clean the Hook and loop stage polyester as this will wash out the fire retardant chemical.



Jack the Gripper
Article code: POROADK10 
EAN code: 8720094420912
Material: steel/nylon/rubber
Dimensions: 12 x 7 cm
Weight: 0.14 kg
Colour: white and silver

Carabiner curtain ring
Article code: PODZ034 
EAN code: 8720094428543
Material: zinc alloy
Dimensions: Ø 30 mm
Weight: 10 g
Colour: black
WLL: 8 kg
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Roll your Deco Molton with minimal effort using Jack the gripper! Jack 
the Gripper can be quickly attached to the Deco Molton by pushing the 
tool in the cardboard tube and lifting it so it clamps itself to the roll. As 
soon as it is securely attached to the roll, you can easily unwind your 
deco molton along the stage.

Accessories

Accessories

These sturdy carabiner rings are the perfect accessory whether 
you want to easily install your curtains or to create wave folds 
for a striking visual effect.

JACK THE GRIPPER

CURTAIN RINGS




